
The Transformative Power of Effective Sales Questioning Techniques

Over the past fortnight, my blog has emphasised a powerful theme critical for any sales
professional’s success: Effective Sales Questioning Techniques.

The ability to ask the right questions can dramatically shape our interactions with clients.

The Misconceptions of Salesmanship

A common misconception in sales is equating the craft with employing underhanded tactics
akin to those of a stereotypical slick salesperson.

There is no place for “slick” in today’s sales environment.

This approach is short-sighted. The true art of sales lies in deploying effective sales
questioning techniques to delve into what truly occupies a client’s mind.

My own business witnessed a considerable transformation when we shifted our focus from
pitching to questioning—our conversations became more engaging, and our sales cycle
moved more smoothly.

 Keeping the Conversation Alive

How can one maintain a lively and engaging sales dialogue? By implementing effective sales
questioning techniques, you foster a conversation that naturally progresses.

The path a sale takes is often shaped by the questions we ask, guiding the conversation
toward a fitting resolution.

A mentor of mine, Brian Duffy, always stressed the significance of letting the client do the
talking: “If the client is speaking, you’re learning and the sale is advancing. If you’re doing all
the talking, progress halts.”

His style of saying “Shut up and listen”



The Art and Science of Effective Questioning

So, how does one perfect their effective sales questioning techniques? In my book, I explore
the contrast between ‘Can I help you?’ questions and those that ‘Open up a discussion’—the
difference between closed-ended and open-ended questions. Understanding this contrast is
key to preventing potential clients from slipping away.

The Pitfalls of Closed-Ended Questions

The issue with closed-ended questions is that they can back a respondent into a simple ‘yes’
or ‘no’ corner.

Examples include.

Can I help you?
Is that your final answer?
Should I call and sort it out?
Are you interested in our new product?
Are you satisfied with these options?
Are you just browsing today?
Hello there.
Let me know if you need assistance, alright?
These types of questions, while common, often bring the conversation to a halt.

There are exceptions, but generally, they are not effective sales questioning techniques that
uncover the deeper concerns or needs of a customer.

By consistently practising effective sales questioning techniques, salespeople can transform
their interactions, better understand their clients, and ultimately, achieve greater success in
their sales careers.
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PLUS, whenever you are ready…here are four ways I can help you grow YOUR business.

1. Join my free Facebook group – Sales Mindset Inner Circle

My favourite thing to do is show you what’s working right now. It’s not as good as being a
client, but it’s close.

2. Take advantage of a FREE 45-minute consultation

Need some sales support? Make an appointment, and let me take you through the past,
present, and future templates.

3. Work with me one-on-one

If you want to take your product or service from face-to-face to virtual selling, then I have a
product that may be able to help you. You can get started for as little as $250 a month. If
you’re interested then email mike@mikebrunel.com and put ‘Virtual Selling’ in the subject
line…tell me a little about your business and I’ll get you all the details.

4. Finally, grab my new digital book on ‘How to get a predictable sales system into your
business without coming across as salesy’

Click the link

Cheers
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